AREA FARMS C. 1900

Research of local farms and farmers, listed in the Brighton Argus, their background and location continues. Ed Bauer’s CRANBERRY CREST is the subject of this issue.

John Bauer and wife, Magdalena, came to the U.S. from Germany c. 1840. Their three sons, Leonard (11), George (9) and Thomas (3), came with them. They lived in Detroit until moving to Saginaw from where they came to Genoa Township in 1850. (Baby Margaret was born 1847.)

The earliest Bauer land purchase is recorded in Section 2 of Brighton Township in 1852. By 1855, 80 acres in Genoa Township are in John and Magdalena’s name. She also buys 160 acres nearby in 1854. These lands all border what we now call Bauer Road, north of Brighton Road. No need to wonder how Bauer Road got its name.

By 1840 there were already several families from Germany who had settled in Genoa. Among their near neighbors were George and Caroline Rousher who had already settled in 1835, Section 24 (NW 5W). By 1854 there are two boys and daughter, Barbara, born 1839. When planning a new home so far from one’s native land it must be comforting to neighbor with those who speak one’s mother tongue.

C. 1860 George Bauer and Barbara Rousher marry. By 1875 they own 200 acres, a portion of which was acquired from her parents. By the turn of the century the Bauer name is on seven 100 acres of Genoa Township land. Altogether conducting a farming operation he also recorded as being a shoemaker and having a cobbler shop in town. (Where?) He is also noted as serving as J.P. in Genoa in 1879. Research indicates George and Barbara had five children, several of whom also married neighbors’ offspring.

C. 1900, son, Ed, was farming 150+ acres on the corner of Challis and Bauer Roads. In the October 19, 1925, issue of the Argus one finds “For Sale. Squash, Pumpkins, Potatoes. Phone 6366 Ed Bauer & Son.” Grain and cranberries were grown: to wit the title of CRANBERRY CREST for his farm. This is somewhat puzzling since the cranberries we know grow on very acidic soil and are flooded for picking. These conditions did not exist. Ed’s might have been a viscount Cranberry or even grown from seeds brought from Europe where a type of cranberry is grown. The also had milk cows and Ed owned a threshing rig. Neighbors, often youngsters, were hired to pick the cranberries. Any extra produce could have been shipped to market on the railroad that ran diagonally across Ed’s farm. Ed’s brother, Albert’s 200+ acre farm has become the ever popular Mount Brighton. (Compiled by Marieanna Bair from early atlases, obituaries, and Early Land Owners of Livingston County compiled by Milton Chabonneau. Also thanks to Dorothy Boettger, John Coddington and Merrill Herbst and the Livingston County Cooperative Extension Service’s Detchen Voty.)
MEMBERSHIPS

BUSINESS/PROF: *Old Kent Bank.

PATRON: BILL & JACKIE ARMSTRONG, HORACE & YVONNE TAYLOR.

COUPLES/INDIV: BARBARA FOLKMAN, *PETER & ELSIE TURGEON AND SARAH, KYLE AND LANCE.

*MAUDE MOORE VAN DUS (Ann Arbor).

*MEMBERSHIP VIA LYONS SCHOOL RESTORATION PROJECT DONATIONS, WELCOME!!

*OTHER NEW MEMBERS. AGAIN, WELCOME!!!

SINCERE ATTEMPTS ARE MADE TO KEEP THE MEMBERSHIP YEAR ON THE MAILING LABEL UP-TO-DATE. CALL 810/229-6402 IF IT’S INCORRECT. IF YOU FIND NO DATE (90 OR LATER) ON THE LABEL IT IS HOPED YOU WILL RESPOND BY SENDING DUES. THE MORE MEMBERS THE MORE DOES THE SOCIETY BECOME A VIABLE ORGANIZATION. THE MEMBERSHIP LIST IS FOR SOCIETY USES ONLY.

THANKS THANKS THANKS

...ERV and DOT BANDEK, Norm Catell and John and Janice Field and their help in getting the MY newsletter mailed.

...Bernie Young, Florida, for allowing copying of photos, etc. of his BRIGHTON FAMILY, the BROWNS, who lived in the house on the Lee house, which was recently demolished.

...Herr Warner for the fine manner in which the Lyons School records have been kept. They include teachers’ records and board meeting notes. These are being researched. Teacher and student lists can be compiled for archiving.

...DONATIONS TO THE LYONS SCHOOL RESTORATION PROJECT: BILL & JACKIE ARMSTRONG, JAMES E. CLARK (GREAT, GREAT GRANDSON OF JOHN AND JANE LYNCH), MERILD & RUTH HERBST, JOHN & RUTH LEAFOUTER, LAY MILLER, MAUDE MOORE VAN DUS.

...JOHN & JANICE FIELD for their continued attention to the VICTORY CEMETARY.

The Society was able to help with plans for the HORNUNG ELEMENTARY SCHOOL HISTORY DAY LAST MONTH. THESE KINDS OF EVENTS ENCOURAGE TODAY’S CHILDREN TO EVALUATE THE PAST TO BETTER UNDERSTAND THE CHALLENGES OF THE FUTURE.

PRESEVATION/RESTORATION

ARCHIVES: The development of the scrapbook of the history of the Society is moving along. The meeting date is changed to Thursday afternoons at 1 p.m. Perhaps it will be better for some of you who may be interested. Call 810/229-6402 for confirmation.

OLD VILLAGE CEMETARY: Nicely mowed for Memorial Day and with flags flying at veterans’ graves one can begin to sense a change of attitude toward this historic site in our midst. Continuing restoration should assure a reduction of vandalism. Take a look when you’re on the tridge. CALL BRIGHTON POLICE 227-2700 IF YOU SEE VANDALISM OCCURRING.

LYONS SCHOOL: Items donated from previous fund raising sales are available for a donation. You’ll find: several tires — some mounted, jack’s and exterior mirrors for use with a camper, dining room table with 3 LEAVES in wood box and matching sidetable, wood paneling board, large picture frames, 4 gallon gas coffee urn, lamp/shade, log maker, cast iron bath room sink, attic fan in frame, 2 hollow core doors, solid wood panel door, aluminum storm door, screens, metal door, window, 3 double hung windows in that MATCH window, etc., etc., collection 78 RPMs, games in original boxes, small box garden tools, drill bits, etc., C. 1900 BELL/HOWELL MOVIE PROJECTOR, 3 drawer metal file cabinet, 2 metal frame school desks, and several large 1” Plexiglass sheets.

Call Marianne Bair, 810/229-6402 to see these items. The society is an I.R.S. INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBLE ORGANIZATION.

BRIGHTON AREA HISTORICAL SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP/DONATION FORM

P 0 BOX 481, BRIGHTON MI 48116-0481

NAME: ______________________ PHONE: ______________________

ADDRESS: ______________________ (Please include Zip + 4 digits)

Send membership card? (Yes) (No) ( ) New ( ) Renewal. Your help is needed with: *Historic Preservation Projects,

**Fund Raising Projects, **Administration of the Society. (Please Circle One.)

DUES: $12.00 Family $10.00 Couple $2.00 Student (K-12, College)

$25.00 Bus/Prof. $7.00 Individual

DONATION: $10.00 ($20.00 ($30.00 ($50.00 ($100.00 ($1000.00 ($) Other. Society is an Income Tax Deductible Organization. 501(c)3


**Fund Raising Projects: Bake sale, Coverlets, Home tour, Mugs, Needlepoint kit, Hose and Post Cards, Signature quilt, Special events, Tote bags, **Administration of the Society: Board/Officer/Committee members, Newsletter, Publicity.

FUND RAISING PROJECTS
YOUR SUPPORT IS VITAL


TOTE BAGS: $15., MUGS $5., SUPPLIES Dwindling: Post Cards, PGK 6/$3, Early Local Street Scenes: Note Paper $2.50, 11" x 14" Photos of the Mill Pond and Dam, C. 1900, $25. 810/229-6402.

WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS


AUG. 21, 1-4 P.M., GREEN OAK DAY AT THE AGE MUSEUM, 6440 KENSINGTON ROAD.

SEPT. 25: MICHIGAN HISTORIC PRESERVATION ANNUAL MEETING AT A8. ELIGIBLE FOR 25% STATE TAX CREDIT WHEN RESTORING YOUR HISTORIC PROPERTY. 284/625-8818.

TAPESTRY GILLON, 01192-9100 TO PLACE YOUR ORDER. $24.00 WILL MAKE A FINE GIFT. IT ALSO GOES WELL WITH THE COVERLETS. THESE ARE AT NAUGHTY N NICE, 412 W. MAIN IN RED, GREEN OR BLUE FOR $98.00.

SIGNATURE QUILT STILL HAS SOME ROOM FOR YOUR SIGNATURE, $10.00 AND IT’LL BE EMBROIDERED ON THE QUILT. THIS WILL REMAIN WITH THE SOCIETY. AUTHECITIES OF OTHERS CAN BE SENT OR USE EARLY RESIDENTS’ SIGNATURES THAT ARE AVAILABLE.

JUNE/AUGUST, SUNDAYS, 1-4 P.M, GAGE HOUSE MUSEUM, 6440 KENSINGTON ROAD.

OPEN 248-486-9113.

2ND THURSDAYS, 7:30 P.M., PLYMOUTH HISTORICAL MUSEUM, PLYMOUTH, "CELEBRATE THE CENTURY.

VISIT STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE: WWW.SOS.STATE.MI.US/HISTORY/PRESERVE/PRESERVE.HTML "MICHIGAN HISTORIC SITES ONLINE" IS A SEARCHABLE DATABASE. YOU’LL FIND PHOTOS AND INFORMATION ABOUT MICHIGAN’S HISTORY.

REMEMBER TO CHECK THE LISTS OF THE NHMA FOR CHANGES IN TIMES AND PLACES FOR MEETINGS AND VARIOUS EVENTS. IF YOU ARE NOT ON THE LIST, WRITE THE SOCIETY AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS FOR A COPY.

H. J. COPELAND, PRESIDENT; R. L. MOORE, VICE-CHAIRMAN; R. L. COKER, TREASURER; M. J. PALMER, SECRETARY.

HELP WANTED?

...LONG TIME RESIDENTS TO RECORD THEIR MEMORIES OF FARM/TOWN LIFE, SCHOOL, BUSINESS, POLITICS, WINTER/SUMMER ACTIVITIES, HOMEMAKING, TRAVEL, SHOPPING.

...HELP NEEDED TO MANAGE THE ARCHIVES.
MEMBERSHIPS

BUSINESS/PROF: *Old Kent Bank.
PATRON: BILL & JACKIE ARMSTRONG, HORACE & YVONNE TAYLOR.
COUPLES/INDIV: BARBARA FOLKMAN, **PETER & ELSIE TURGEON AND SARAH, KYLE AND LANCE.
**MAUREE MOORE VAN DUS (Ann Arbor).

*Memeship via Lyons School Restoration Project donations. Welcome!!!

**Other New Members. Again, Welcome!!!

SINCERE ATTEMPTS ARE MADE TO KEEP THE MEMBERSHIP MAIL ON THE MAILING LABEL UP-TO-DATE. CALL 810/229-6402 IF IT'S INCORRECT. IF YOU FIND NO DATE (9 OR LATER) ON THE LABEL IT IS HOPE YOU WILL RESPOND BY SENDING DUES. THE MORE MEMBERS THE MORE THE SOCIETY BECOME A VIABLE ORGANIZATION. THE MEMBERSHIP LIST IS FOR SOCIETY USES ONLY.

THANKS THANKS THANKS

...Evy and Don Bandauk, Norm Catrell and Johns and Janice Field for their help in getting the MAY newsletter mailed.

...Bernie Young, Florida, for allowing copying of photos, etc., of his Brightons family, the Browns, who lived in the house recently demolished.

...Hern Warner for the fine manner in which the Lyons School records have been kept. They include teachers' records and board meeting notes. These are being researched. Teacher and student lists can be compiled for archiving.

...DONATIONS TO THE LYONS SCHOOL RESTORATION PROJECT: BILL & JACKIE ARMSTRONG, JAMES E. CLARK (Great, great grandson of James Lydick), Merrell & Ruth Herbst, John & Ruth Leopard, Kay Nichols, Maude Moore Van Dus.

...John & Janice Field, for their continued attention to the Ventry Cemetery.

THE SOCIETY WAS ABLE TO HELP WITH PLANS FOR THE HORNING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL HISTORY DAY LAST MONTH. THESE KINDS OF EVENTS ENCOURAGE TODAY'S CHILDREN TO ENSURE THE PAST TO BETTER UNDERSTAND THE CHALLENGES OF THE FUTURE.

PRESEvation/RESTORATION

ARCHIVES: The development of the scrapbook of the history of the Society is moving along. The meeting date is changed to Thursday afternoons at 1 p.m. Perhaps it will be better for some of you who may be interested. Call 810/229-6402 for confirmation.

OLD VILLAGE CEMETERY: Nicely mowed for memorial day and with flags flying at veterans' graves one can begin to sense a change of attitude toward this historic site in our midst. Continuing restoration should assure a reduction of vandalism. Take a look when you're on the tridge. Call Brighton police, 227-2700 if you see vandalism occurring.

LYONS SCHOOL: Items donated from previous fund raising sales are available for a donation. You'll find: several tires - some mounted, Jacks and exterior mirrors for use with a camper, dining room table with 3 leaves in wood box and matching sideboard, wood burning board. Large picture frames. 4 gallon gas coffee urn, lamp/shade, log maker, cast iron bath room sink, attic fan in frame, 2 hollow core doors, solid wood paneled door, aluminum storm door, metal screen door, metal door, window, 3 double hung windows in that manner window, etc., collection 78 RPMs, games in original boxes, small box garden tools, drill bits, etc., c. 1950 bell/howell movie projector. 3 drawer metal file cabinet, 2 metal frame school desks, and several large 14plexi glass sheets.

Call Marianna Bair, 810/229-6402 to see these items. The Society is an I.R.S. income tax deductible organization.

BRIGHTON AREA HISTORICAL SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP/DONATION FORM

NAME

ADDRESS

Send membership cards? (YES) ( NO) (Please include Zip + 4 digits)

New renewal. Your help is needed with: "Historic Preservation Projects."

**Fund Raising Projects. **Administration of the Society. (Please Circle One.)

DONATION: $1.00 ( ) $10.00 ( ) $50.00 ( ) $100.00 ( ) $500.00 ( ) Other. Society is an Income Tax Deductible Organization. 501(c)3

**Historic Preservation Projects: Bake sale, Coverlets, Home tour, Mugs, Needlepoint kit, Rode and Post Cards, Signature quilt, Special events, Tote bags. **Administration of the Society: Board/Officer/Committee members, Newsletter, Publicity.

FUND RAISING PROJECTS

YOUR SUPPORT IS VITAL

TILES: THE COOK & SHANNON BLACKSMITH shop on W. Main, c. 1800. Will be shown on the 1988 tile. Reserve yours now to be sure you don't miss out. This is the other local scenes ON TILES MAKE A GREAT CHRISTMAS, BIRTHDAY, ETC., GIFT. The stock of earlier ones is still being reduced. Check which ones you need before they're all gone. A limited number are made each year. The earlier ones are available at Nostalgia Antiques. 116 W. Main. Each $8. or 5/$21.00


WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS


JUNE 27, 1-4 p.m. LOG CABIN DAY. WATERLOO HISTORICAL SOCIETY FARM MUSEUM, Mark Nice's program on "American Winemill." 2 p.m. 517/906-5072. Web site HTTP://SCS.KLZ.ILLINOI/S.WATERTON.

AUG. 21, 1-4 p.m. GREEN OAK DAY AT THE AGE HOUSE MUSEUM, 6640 KENSINGTON ROAD.

SEPT. 25: MICHIGAN HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION. To determine eligibility for $25 state tax credit when restoring your historic property. 248/625-8181.

TAPESTRY GILLON: 01/18/50-9100 TO PLACE YOUR ORDER. $28.00 WILL MAKE A GREAT GIFT. IT ALSO GIVES WELL WITH THE COVERLETS. THESE ARE AT NAUGTIE 'N NICE, 42 W. MAIN IN RED, GREEN OR BLUE FOR $98.00.

SIGNATURE QUILT STILL HAS SOME ROOM FOR YOUR SIGNATURE, $10.00 AND IT WILL BE EMBROIDERED ON THE QUILT. THIS WILL REMAIN WITH THE SOCIETY. SIGNATURES OF OTHERS CAN BE SENT OR USE EARLY RESIDENTS' SIGNATURES THAT ARE AVAILABLE.

JUNE/AUGUST, SUNDAYS, 1-4 p.m. GAGE HOUSE MUSEUM, 6440 KENSINGTON ROAD.

OPEN: 2/48-9113
2ND THURSDAYS, 7:30 p.m. PLYMOUTH HISTORICAL MUSEUM, PLYMOUTH, "CELEBRATE THE CENTURY."

VISIT STATE HISTORICAL PRESERVATION OFFICE: WWW.SOS.SATE.MI.US/HISTORY/PRESERVE/PRESERVE.HTML "MICHIGAN HISTORIC SITES ONLINE" IS A SEARCHABLE DATABASE. YOU'LL FIND PHOTOS AND INFORMATION ABOUT MICHIGAN'S HISTORY.
AR vale FARMs C. 1900

Research of local farms and farmers, listed in the Brighton Argus, their background and location continues. Ed Bauer’s CRANBERRY CRIST is the subject of this issue.

John Bauer and wife, Magdelina, came to the U.S. from Germany c. 1840. Their three sons, Leonard (11), George (9) and Thomas (3), came with them. They lived in Detroit until moving to Saginaw from where they came to Genoa Township in 1850. (Baby Margaret was born 1847.)

The earliest Bauer land purchase is recorded in Section 2 of Brightton Township in 1852. By 1855, 80 acres in Genoa Township are in John and Magdelina’s name. She also buys 160 acres nearby in the years. These lands all border what we now call Bauer Road. North of Brightton Road. No need to wonder how Bauer Road got its name.

By 1840 there were already several families from Germany who had settled in Genoa. Among their near neighbors were George and Caroline Rousher who had already settled in 1835. Section 24 (IN NW). By 1854 there are two boys and daughter, Barbara, born 1839. When planning a new home so far from one’s native land it must be comforting to neighbor with those who speak one’s mother tongue.

C. 1860 George Bauer and Barbara Rousher marry. By 1875 they own 200 acres, a portion of which was acquired from her parents. By the turn of the century the Bauer name is on seven 100 acres of Genoa Township land. Altogether conducting a farming operation he is also recorded as being a shoemaker and having a cobbler shop in town. (Where?) He is also noted as serving as J.P. in Genoa in 1879. Research indicates George and Barbara had five children. Several of which also married neighbors’ offspring.

C. 1900, son Ed, was farming 150+ acres on the corner of Chaliss and Bauer Roads. In the October 16, 1925, issue of the Argus one finds “For Sale. Squash, Pumpkins, Potatoes, Phone 635/2 Ed Bauer & Son.” Grains and cranberries were grown: to wit the title of CRANBERRY CRIST for his farm. This is sommon puzzling since the cranberries we know grow on very acidic soil and are flooded for picking. These conditions did not exist. Ed’s farm’s might have been a visurum cranberry or even grown from seeds brought from Europe. Where a type of cranberry is grown. The also had milk cows and Ed owned a threshing rig. Neighbors, often youngsters, were hired to pick the cranberries. Any extra produce could have been shipped to market on the railroad that ran diagonally across Ed’s farm.

Ed’s brother, Albert’s 200+ acre farm has become the ever popular Mount Brighton. (Compiled by Marieanna Bair from early atlases, obituaries, and Early Land Owners of Livingston County compiled by Milton Charbonneau. Also thanks to Dorothy Boettger, John Coddington and Merrill Herbst and the Livingston County Cooperative Extension Service’s Dretchen Volye.)